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Abstract
This article introduces a theoretical study about convergent and divergent aspects between the concepts of education and early childhood development. This, set up from a social and educational approach, based on an in-depth theoretical review. The beliefs of children’s parents and caregivers are highlighted as a significant aspect on children’s development; all, considering the practices used for educating them, promoting a holistic child development, or the contrary. These insights make it possible to understand the rationality and applicability of child development and education theories. Hence, we advocate in this manuscript for an interdisciplinary and holistic perspective to approach child development taking into consideration factors and conditions, as well as fusing conceptual frameworks from various disciplines such as psychology, sociology, and philosophy.
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1. Introduction
One of the final goals amidst achieving the Millennium Development Objectives (MDO) to reach the global sustainable development consists on achieving a comprehensive development of early childhood. This purpose is framed between two extremes: eradicate infantile mortality and create the conditions in which the continuous improvement of the youngest population of the nations will be possible. To this aim, the political agendas of the countries state the importance of comprehensive care and education during the first years, providing the conditions needed for quality of life, and education, from pregnancy to six years (UN, 2015).

For UNESCO (2015), early childhood care and education, from a comprehensive view, is considered as the sum of actions related to: satisfying basic needs in education by ensuring quality, opportunity and equality contexts; preserving health from care, nutrition and hygiene, in order to boosting growth; assistance, care, shelter and protection for both women and family, emphasizing the promotion of justice, freedom, and cultural respect; and investing about realities and needs of children and families –of different context– to achieve their development and survival. To reach that, countries design programs, plans and projects from a systemic perspective, through integrated actions and cross-cutting and cross-disciplinary policies aimed at favoring boys’ and girls’ environments (such as family, school and community). These actions are headed towards fostering the empowerment of population, encouraging education as a basic strategy to promote growth and development in childhood.

In the present paper, the relation between child education and child development is discussed, addressing how the literature has allowed the conceptual overlapping between these terms, without considering that the processes of development and education are both complementary, interdependent (although unique in their nature). Thus, we aim to fill the above gap, describing the convergences and divergences between each other, and highlighting how parents, caregivers and educators can –effectively– generate suitable and holistic conditions that boost child development.

2. Human Development from a Social Perspective
Since the 20th century, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) starts operating the Human Development Index (HDI), a touchstone to be considered. The dimensions evaluated through it, are: 1) Economic wealth–as part of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP)–understood as the measure of goods and services produced by each society; 2) combined primary, secondary, and tertiary gross enrollment ratio, and; 3) life expectancy
During 1991 and 1992, another indicator was included to measure the human freedom index for assessing the compliance degree of human rights. However, following the suggestion of some governments that did not want their poverty on the subject to be visible, essential aspects of human development such as education are frequently treated in an instrumental way (as if they were a mere capital that entails future revenue).

Thus, Sen (2002) in his work “Libertad y Desarrollo”, redefines development in terms of capabilities. He claims that poverty is directly affected by the way development is conceived. He states that poverty cannot be defined just by the income index but through the inability to transform that income into what each person considers necessary and vital for living. In brief, he thinks it is a short a vision that considers that “poor” is just the person whose income is extremely low.

The education dimension of the Human Development Index is made of two measures: mean years of schooling, and expected years of schooling. However, beyond years of schooling, a key issue to broaden the human being skills is education quality. The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), collects comparable data at international level about students’ academic achievements. All, looking for comparing, among countries, the average learning scores, the percentage of schools with low performance, and the consistency degree reaching results. In Latin America, for its part, measurements have been mainly developed regarding living conditions and poverty of the population, trying to explain the low scores obtained by the students.

In the case of childhood, two traditional methodological criteria have been followed: poverty measurement by income, and measurement of poverty for unsatisfied basic needs. In particular, UNECLAC and UNICEF, in 2010 and 2012, considering deprivations in terms of methodology and indicators (UNICEF, 2003), made a measurement of child poverty from a human rights approach. Besides, they complemented this evaluation by measuring poverty taking into account the household income, and listing essential rights to achieve children well-being (such as access to food, drinking water, acceptable sanitary services, health, housing, education and information), applying a territorial approach (Pautassi & Royo, 2012).

This measurement approach considers as “poor” a child in case of non-compliance with any of their rights, even if is only one. Hence, the report recognizes a conceptual framework with references for countries’ development and suggests that comprehensive interventions have to go beyond of basic needs, and to guarantee good nutrition, health and education (Pautassi & Royo, 2012). Also, it is remarkable that the UNDP evidences evolution of the development category from a sociopolitical perspective. Amidst a myriad of proposals, it seems to be awareness around the direct relation of development and education. In the first Human Development Report (1990) there is a definition of development that is still valid in its essence. It says: “Human development is a process of enlarging people’s choices. The most critical ones are to lead a long and healthy life, to be educated and to enjoy a decent standard of living. Additional choices include political freedom, guaranteed human rights and self-respect, and what Adam Smith called the ability to mix with others without being ‘ashamed to appear in public’” (PNUS, 1990, p. 33).

It is therefore to create the social conditions in which people can live well, enjoy goods, and act socially; that is, enjoying of their freedoms and capacities (UNDP, 2010). It is considered that people benefit from the obtained assets while contribute to achieve these assets’ expansion. According to a diversity of approaches, this concept of development –which responds to the so-called capacity approach– is the one that continues to be at work (UNDP, 2010). People are the beneficiaries and promoters of human development as individuals or social group; and among the groups considered, families are priority. In this way, a greater and better education for people is fundamental, and this start with families.

Education is a dimension of human development, not just a mere instrument to increase human capital or to maintain cultural capital, but to promote social capital. This, taken as social regulations and relationships embodied in social structures of societies that enable people to cooperate their actions to achieve desired goals. People may consider themselves as means of development –because they are able to do development– and as end, in itself, of development. So, in the paradigm of human development, access to knowledge and education is an end in itself (UNDP, 2013).

On the other hand, education can be considered as a means in which human development must “empower” individuals and societies (UNDP, 2010). Empowerment and agency capacity allow the action of individuals and groups, to reach valuable results. It is clear that, without education, that action is not possible; nor is it possible to guarantee the sustainability of people’s actions, understood as the way to live the life, aware that everything we do has consequences for the inhabitants of the planet, as well as for the billions that will come in the next centuries.
Following this logic, human development is sustainable if it is offered “the expansion of the fundamental freedoms of the people of the present, while making reasonable efforts to avoid seriously compromising the freedoms of future generations” (UNDP, 2011, p. 23). In Sen’s capacity approach (2002), education –as well as development– has an intrinsic value, a personal instrumental value and an instrumental social value.

Human development, from the sociopolitical perspective, is the development of those societies that make possible each person’s growth. From this perspective, intergenerational education is crucial; education confers sustainability on the progress when attaining all development objectives (Bokova, 2014).

Therefore, education has been understood as a dimension of development, and has also been thought of as a dimension of well-being. In this way, the concept of development arises regarding to welfare and quality of life. It is claimed that childhood enjoys life quality if it accesses education, and it is better if it accesses a quality education, although–wrongly–it is usually measured and valued in terms of access to formal education (Andresen, 2011).

3. Human Development from an Educational Perspective

From an educational approach, the prevailing focus must be each individual; each person acquires maturity by and develop their potential from the beginning of life. In this sense, the notion of development is parallel to that of growth (emotional, cognitive and physical).

There are as many ways to understand this process as those to understand the human nature. Two different –even incompatible– perspectives stick out when grasping development and, subsequently, the role of education (Egan, 1998). Some have learnt that humans are born as adults in embryo state so just following the nature impulse is enough for them to reach adulthood. Thus, education would be a sort of assistance to avoid obstacles or to encourage changes to follow the biologically determined direction. Hence, the educator’s activity is extrinsic, directed towards outside.

A representative of this human growth depiction that has influenced on the so-called naturalistic and libertarian pedagogies is Rousseau. Another one that may be worth to highlight is Piaget, with his psychological theory in which education follows natural development. On the other hand, the evolutionist theory, applied to biology, leads to think that all human beings fulfill the same evolutionary historical stages of development. A similar theory but applied to culture is the one that education is a process of culture transmission in which each individual experiences the civilization stages. Beyond these theories, what remains is the idea of people following a course of changes that can be determined by certain rules, so the educational act implies to follow those rules. Notwithstanding, from a different perspective of the human nature, it is claimed that humans are born with a potential but undetermined natural endowment; especially when it comes to the rational dimension of the human being. For that reason, education departs from the natural capacity, glimpses its purpose but it must guide the development towards an end.

From this view, education is an intrinsic element of development; is the version of the Greek paideia that continues to be until current times. Philosophical interpretations of human development and growth remain valid in the contemporary age, both in formulations of education supported from scientific disciplines–such as Psychology and Health Sciences–, and in pedagogical conceptualizations argued from humanistic disciplines.

From Psychology and Health Sciences, development has been investigated as a process by which the person reaches the functionality of psychological, physical or biological capabilities. Evidences are frequently used to show the different stages of this process; in this way, the description of people’s growth according to age—which is very old–has been used as a reference to prescribe how parenting and education should be adapted. The contributions of Psychology and Neuroscience have an impact on the way of understanding development and have an effect on the way the educational agency is presented (Pierce, 2012). The key issue here is to understand the functionality of human faculties, to define their conditions. The extremes between sufficient and maximum functionality become development goals and the way to achieve this, later, turns into the criterion of intervention and educational aid for people.

The development of human capacities to fulfill functions has basically been understood in two ways that, over time, have approached each other (Álvarez & Del Río, 2013). On the one hand, from the theory of genetic functionalism it is thought that development, basically, depends on the program inherited by each individual and the environmental conditions that allow his evolution. Thus, parenting and education become the environmental supports for individuals to grow in basic skills, and even in the superior or complex ones. From this viewpoint, authors tend to think that a series of transformations take place almost irreversibly, as if each individual growing up
In the present study, education from a social approach is understood as the process of cultural, moral and emotional, and a large of sensitivity. It is important to keep in mind that the exchange between educators and children must be mediated by emotion, which cannot be reduced to a stimulation or guide of a process whose fundamental weight is the intrinsic dynamism of the natural or biological potentiality. Human development is also cultural, and education encourages it by promoting the dynamism of psychological functions (especially, those that have to do with rationality). Each boy and girl incorporates cultural advances due to education mediation, and education is no longer seen as a means of transmitting knowledge, but rather as a means that fosters situations in which children act and develop their abilities (Rodriguez-Burgos, Rosero-Burbano, Rodriguez-Castro, Diaz-Posada, & Mojica, 2014).

These concepts of development are linked to learning theories, better known from the contributions of psychology and neuroscience, in which development and learning are interrelated. Thus, development involves updating functions by awakening physical, moral, social, emotional, and other skills; and well-being is also being achieved, updating the potential level of a person in different social levels.

The appropriate intervention for this, impulse that is assimilated to education, assumes to standardize the development process by solving the difficulties and risks by adopting preventive measures (Ferrer-Wreder, 2014). However, part of the psychology applied to education, and linked to neuroscience, pays more attention to the social impact, influencing the trends in the way educators conceive and promote children’s development (Smeyers & Depapep, 2013).

In Colombia, a document was made to assess children’s development through skills understood as the general abilities that allow identifying those “be, know, do” that children reveal throughout their development. As it is known, competencies are not directly observed but through performances and actions performed by children in everyday or structured situations. Competence is characterized because it mobilizes and enhances the knowledge emerged from a specific situation, towards different situations, and is flexible in nature (MEN Colombia, 2010). Another way of observing competencies is through reorganizing experiences that represent crossroads in development. Competencies are considered as the result of integrating previous skills that allow children to access new “doings and knowledge” (and enable them to move towards more complex ways of thinking). This requires that children work with their cognitive, affective and social resources, which is better if occurs in significant spaces, in daily experiences on which children are invited to reflect and solve problematic situations (with opportunities to advance in their development). Subsequently, that child development occurs depends on educational intention, learning moments well-designed, integrating expressive and communicative languages, and significant interactions that educators and adults maintain with the child (Diaz-Posada & Rodriguez-Burgos, 2018).

For example, during the interaction between the baby and his mother or primary caregiver, essential functions may be performed such as interest in reality, motivation, focal attention, exploration, thinking, etc. In consequence, it is important to keep in mind that the exchange between educators and children must be mediated by emotion, intuition, intentionality, and a large of sensitivity.

4. Education from a Social Perspective

In the present study, education from a social approach is understood as the process of cultural, moral and behavioral bonding and awareness in which new generations assimilate and learn knowledge, rules of conduct, ways of being, ways of seeing the world and creating knowledge.

The primary social areas of education are family and school. Currently, the education that emerges from the family is “preferably transmitted by example” and includes, as constitutive factors, “love, authority, self-esteem, acceptance, intensity in the service and time to be together” (Parada, 2010, p. 31). This concept of family education, which is linked to people’s lifestyle, and where the family is known as a primary socialization area, departs –precisely– from what is defined as a family; even more when, according to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, it is considered as “the natural and fundamental element of society” (UN, 1948, p. 5).

Garcia et al. (2001) defines family as “the first context of learning social rules and, therefore, the first socializing agent of the values acquired by its members” (p. 204). Another definition is provided by Rodrigo and Palacios (1998), who describe it as the group of people who share an enduring life project, in which strong feelings of belonging are generated, and there is a mutual personal commitment among members, establishing intense
relationships (of intimacy, reciprocity and dependence). Is in the home where embrace, development and emotional balance are promoted; where the first learning occur (Rodríguez et al., 2009). The key issue here lays on how to assist and care for children until they reach adulthood. Sometimes education is considered as a cumulative process in continuation with parenting, and is not considered a perspective of cooperation.

In this case, upbringing means the activity of paying attention to nutrition, hygiene and psychological stimulation, especially in early childhood, when upbringing is added to breastfeeding (for example). The meaning given to education is to feed the rational—cognitive and volitional—capacity, the social and moral capacity; that is, the human not strictly biological dimensions. Rising is linked to corporeal, while educating is joined to what is psychic, rational and spiritual. Upbringing is often seen as the care that provides children’s conditions of well-being, and researchers equate education and socialization (Rodríguez et al., 2009).

The research confirms that: “the most effective programs for the well-being and development of the child are those that include nutrition, health, care and education more than those that only address one aspect” (Burnet, 2007, p. 5). Achieving the articulation of the different sectors and seeking inclusive care is one of the main challenges when society works for a comprehensive care and education of children.

Sometimes, education appears as a parenting element that may be defined as a multidirectional process through which knowledge, values, customs and ways of acting are transmitted. Parada (2010) translates it as “caring, loving, nurturing, guiding” and points out that “the objective of family education consists on shaping honest, authentic people, fully developed in their personal potentialities, balanced individuals with a scale of values to which they adjust their behavior, who are coherent with themselves and socially committed” (Parada, 2010, p. 29).

5. Education from a Pedagogical Perspective

The pedagogical approach, that is, the vision from the applied sciences to education, allows researchers to understand if the meaning of education has to do with an impulse for the development of people (or it could refer to some other purpose). “Early childhood care and education aims to support survival, growth, development and learning of the child which includes taking care of their health, nutrition, hygiene, as well as their cognitive, social, physical and emotional development from his birth until his enrollment into the primary school, in formal, non-formal and informal contexts” (Burnet, 2007, p. 3).

Why and what for are the processes of parenting and are questions that depend on the ideas that a society, a culture, or the responsible for education have about childhood (Main, 2012). The story about the conception of childhood in the West, and about the human being in general, highlights motives and purposes supported by the processes of upbringing and education: caring, empowering, correcting, preventing, achieving. The actions that integrate education, those who educate and those who are educated, are undertaken with a purpose. The educational action has to involve intentions, goals and ends; remembering that everything is mediated by people, cultures, societies, and transformations. Education is not spontaneous, in the major of cases, and could not be attained only through the laws dictated taking into account the typical dynamics of growth and development of people. For this reason, it is not enough to define education as a boost to the development of people’s capacities.

Hence, there are convergences in similar issues, as if education is associated with learning, with the impulse of learning. Curren (2007) said that: “Education is a set of somehow systematic practices of supervising and guiding the people’s activities along the road to promote valuable ways of learning and development” (p. 3). Education is not reduced to arousing learning. So, it is important to know, not only that the person learns, but what he / she is capable to do and, at the bottom, to choose with what he / she learns. Also, the person can create new contents and products; and this is the way for expanding social and cultural development.

The difference between human learning and animal learning is focused in the rational capacities and it entails that education needs aims to boost and assist learning. The educational purpose is the promotion of the human being, and the opening to its purpose always indicates a reference of value and regulations. The person is valuable in himself; however, his excellence is best shown if he is educated. The capacities that the person deploys are valuable in themselves; means the possibility be to enjoy health, to obtain a job, to contribute to social cohesion, to collaborate with human development. If education is considered or focused as a development impulse, and we are keen on a naturalistic vision, we only notice from people their functional character (Carr, 2005).

Now, to educate and to be educated is needed to consider what is desirable for people: Educate for well-being? Educate for happiness? Educate for freedom? Educate for human development? Educate to socially fit, to work, to do...? Educate to reach personal fulfillment? Educate for equity? The answers suppose an assessment of what human is, and a conception of its deployment. Of course, to raise some answers, it is not enough with the knowledge that sciences provide about human development (Bagattini, 2014). Sciences describe certain aspects,
but it is people who decide what to do, what belief, and what apply.

For that motif, it may be more appropriate to make explicit a definition of education that integrates a humanistic with a scientific conceptualization, because educating is: “assisting development until it reaches completeness, stimulating, moving the disposition to do the best […] to ‘take out’, ‘extract’, ‘advance’, ‘raise’, express the diverse operational dimensions enclosed in education” (De Ruyter, 2012, p. 30).

In these senses, the action of the educator is not about ‘putting in’ but about ‘taking out’ / ‘extracting’, to make it meaningful. It implies an improvement for those who are educated; ‘to advance’ / ‘to elevate’, in an orientation of improvement, granting the value of immanence (Altarejos, 2003). This aspiration has been criticized as harmful perfectionism, potential “stressor” of learners and educators when they are asked to reach the maximum before unveiling an ability or talent. However, seeking perfection does not have to result in perfectionism. It depends on how are given the purposes. An education oriented to perfectionism ends up being an instrumentalization of people, in which the concern is people’s productivity more than people.

De Ruyter's proposal is interesting because it broadens the educational purpose by arguing that through education is possible to look for an optimal development; complete goods, objectives for all people in harmony with the goods of and for a person. The word ‘optimal’ announces balance, realism, a harmony among abilities, possibilities and aspirations, reaching a complete well-being. Optimal development is instrumental for people’s flourishing. They should star what they want to be, and include others; it is about empowering, not the talent of some, but everybody’s talents. Seeking those objective goods, of all, becomes a normative principle. Pursuing ideals makes people grow, and it is a healthy process if they are self-oriented rather than the result of others’ impositions. This idea is also approached by Nussbaum (2011) in the argument of human development defined as capabilities' creation, from a ten capabilities’ list—that integrate human development–, among there is the next one: “Being able to form a conception of the good and to engage in critical reflection about the planning of one's life” (Nussbaum, 2011, p. 54).

Respect to that, research reveals how rules of conduct and family life practices are very important for the education of children, and one of the most solid ideas that brings these practices together is what will this child like (Perinat, 2012). Consequently, the design of an education program should be a delicate fit between expectations and interests of families, the environment in which they live, ideas about the world, values, etc. Education is a cultural practice–primarily–because its main purpose is to make sense in the world and about the world, and the secondary, subordinated to the first, is to help work in the world to make that sense. To educate is necessary to think about what could should the base, how we are, and how we can be. This reality suggests the interest of understanding the beliefs of parents and other educators towards parenting and education, not just about how they should be carried out but also regarding what they expect from these processes (or even what they propose).

Likewise, the value of parents’ beliefs leads to glimpse the importance of this type of reflections in family education programs, for which it is reasonable and convenient, not only to transmit strategies and teach competences of care and assistance to early childhood. On the contrary, in order to promote the practical rationality of those responsible for each family, inviting them to decide how they can help children to lead their lives. In addition, parents will also think about what are the best ways to conduct their children's development and to be consistent in regard to what they live and what they educate for. As a result, parents’ beliefs about parenting and education meaning and purpose –and their relationship to child development– impact the way children’s education and care are addressed and executed.

For the research carried out, belief is understood as those explanations, for a justification, that is provided by parents/teachers regarding the way in which they guide the children (Izzedin & Pachajoa, 2009). Likewise, children development has to be understood as process in which all areas advance simultaneously, in a continuous process of development and improvement throughout life. There, family and caregivers are linked as guarantors that favor opportunities and that fully embrace the person (Bernal, Rodriguez, Altarejos, Naval, & Castillo, 2005). On the other hand, the practices are conceived as those intentional behaviors that are regulated and executed by adults to guarantee the survival of the child, promote their development and acquisition of knowledge that allows them to be in relation with a context (Aguirre & Durán, 2000).

There are convergences between the beliefs and practices of parents and caregivers when facing the importance of promoting child development. This, through actions, improves from their knowledge about the daily life situations (and trying that children face the error in a proper way). It is there where the guidelines parents establish within their families are understood as the model that directs, guides and orients. Practice is the behavior intended and regulated by adults for children’s education; and beliefs are the explanations that they give for their actions’.
6. Conclusions

In short, convergent and divergent aspects of the concepts ‘education’ and ‘development’ in early childhood, according to what theory proposes, are discussed. This, showing that intentional education that makes sense in people—parents and caregivers—leads to empower children’s development and it, by itself, promotes social transformations. This affirmation demands expanding social capital, in terms of greater human and cultural opportunities. Without doubt, parents and caregivers are the people who most contribute to the development of boys and girls.

An important convergence is that the two concepts—education and development—are linked to growth, which causes that semantically these are used as synonyms or complements in theoretical frameworks. For parents and caregivers, inclusive development of children could be understood as a totalizing concept, due to its comprehensive condition, which includes all dimensions of development. Also, to be enhanced, child development requires and special assistance in the first years, taking care of children from gestation. Children, although fomenting their independence, require aids, accompaniment, good example, and encouragement through an education of quality in and from home. All these actions seek to promote the human being deployment and potentiality in the first and most determinant life period: early childhood. Besides, it is important to respond to parent’s beliefs through actions that they can perform with their children. Everything, overcoming daily difficulties as: lack of time, lack of resources, demanding jobs, home conditions, among others. Parents and caregivers need to emphasize the importance of modeling good behaviors and understand aspects related to learning in the first years.

Also, parenting needs to be a point of reference as a part of education, considering the needs of each child and the creation of stimulating contexts; scenarios that allow the construction of positive and healthy interactions, that facilitates to recognize common goods. Therefore, parenting is a means to contribute to children’s development and transcends the welfare dependent approach; though it is not so clear how early childhood education also serves this purpose. This divergence is produced by the different ways of understanding what development is and what education is.

The challenge that arises is primarily for families, as basic and fundamental group, to be more engaged to the State programs in which they are seen as comprehensive persons (rather than a sum of services in which assistance is blurred and the importance of being a primary socializer and first educational field for children in early childhood). In this aspect divergences appear regarding what the theory raises on the articulated and preponderant work of the family.

On the other hand, convergences are evidenced between what was found in theoretical approaches reviewed in regard to topics such as: development deploys capabilities and requires some training to be effective and to fulfill educational functions. It is clear that understanding, conceptualization, strategies, learning, good practices, discursive clarity on education, and strategies for development are mediated by parents’ and caregivers’ education level and cultural influences. So, to conclude, and to introduce possible issues that can be considered from empirical research, the next are some question considered important: a) Do the parents (or other responsible family members of the children) believe that contributing to the development of children is to contribute to the development of society—promoting the capability of social agency—? Do they have the expectation that by raising and educating children, the sustainable development of the future society is prepared? b) Do parents/teachers believe that family education is a development opportunity? c) Do parents believe that promoting development is to continue the natural growth of children? Do they think that by education they bring children more than nature gives them? d) Do parents believe that by raising—feeding, nourishing, and taking care of hygiene— they can also educate—impacting knowledge, values, habits, and abilities—? e) Do parents/teachers believe that education is useful for children to grow to their completeness (full and complete development) or do they only appreciate the instrumental value of education (development of the child’s functional dimensions)?
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